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Purpose and Origin

� Definition of Software Architecture

Definition 1:Software architecture involves the description of elements from

which systems are built, interactions among those elements, patterns that guide 

their composition, and constraints on these patterns

[ M.Shaw, D.Garlan: software Architecture: Perspectives on an Emerging Discipline 

Prentice Hall, April 1996 ]

.

Definition 2:Architecture: the fundamental organization of a system embodied 

in its components, their relationships to each other and to the environment and 

the principles guiding its design and evolution.

[IEEE 1471]

In short form, considered as “components + connectors + topology”
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Purpose and Origin

� Definition of Component

1. Component is a non-trivial, nearly independent, and replaceable part 

of a system that fulfills a clear function in the context of a well-defined 

architecture. A component conforms to and provides the physical 

realization of a set of interfaces

[ http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cbs/icse98/summary.html ]

2. Component is a language-neutral, independently implemented 

package of software services, delivered in an encapsulated and 

replaceable container, accessed via one or more published interfaces. 

A component is not platform constrained or application bound

[ http://www.cbd-hq.com/PDFs/cbdhq_000901km_cbd_con_tech_method.pdf ]
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Purpose and Origin

� Problems in architectural descriptions

1. Architectural designs are often poorly understood and not

amenable to formal analysis or simulation

2. Architectural design decisions are based more on default than

on solid engineering principles

3. Architectural constraints assumed in the initial design are not

enforced as the system evolves

4. There are few tools to help the architectural designers with

their tasks
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Purpose and Origin

� ADLs introduced

1. formal languages for representing and 

reasoning about software architecture have

been developed

2. increase understandability and reusability

3. enable greater degrees of analysis.
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Technical Details
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Technical Details

� ADLs typically address:

1.Component behavioral specification

concerned with component functionality

specify functional and non-functional characteristics of components

2. Component protocol specification

3. Connector specification

contain structures for specifying properties of connectors
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Technical Details

� Implementations expressed in 
traditional programming languages such 
as Ada or C

� Facilities for associating 
implementations with ADL entities vary 
between ADLs
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Technical Details

� Element of ADLs

Components

primitive building blocks

Combinators / Connectors

mechanisms for combining components

Abstraction

rules for referring to a combination of components and

combinators
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Usage Consideration

� Several changes to current system 

development practices may occur:

1. Training

2. Change/emphasis in life-cycle phases

3. Documentation

4. Expanding scope of architecture
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Usage Consideration 

� Training

ADLs - formal, compilable languages

Need training to understand and use ADLs

technology and architectural concepts/styles
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Usage Consideration

� Change/emphasis in life-cycle phases
The paradigm affected

Architectural design and analysis precede code development

Use of Results of analysis

A growing role in evaluating competing proposed systems during

acquisitions

A good basis for programming activities
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Usage Consideration

� Documentation
Separate documentation describing software

structure  is not necessary

ADLs document system properties in a formal and

rigorous way

analyze system properties statically and dynamically

provide information that can be used to guide reuse
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Usage Consideration

� Expanding scope of architecture

Not limited to describing the software architecture

Application to system architecture (to include

hardware, software, and people)
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� Purpose and Origin
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1. UniCon

2. MetaH
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Architecture Description Languages

� Several ADLs have been defined and implemented 
that support a variety of architectural styles,include :

• Aesop: supports the specification and analysis of architectural styles

• Rapide: uses event posets to specify component interfaces and component 

interaction

• Wrights: supports the specification and analysis of communication protocols 

• MetaH: developed for the real-time avionics domain

• LILEAnna: designed for use with Ada and generalizes Ada's notion of  

generics

• UniCon: addresses packaging and functional issues associated  with 

components
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UniCon

Developed by Shaw et. al at Carnegie Mellon Univ.,US

Goals: 

� support abstractions used by software designers in 
practice

� provide tool support (can be downloaded)

� identifying and codifying component interaction

� localizing the way components interact

� allow user-defined connectors
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UniCon

� Components: loci of computation and data in a software system

� Connectors: classes of interactions among the components

.
connectors

components

component and 

connector have a 

specification part 

and an 

implementation 

part
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UniCon - Component

� Components are specified by an interface
1. computational commitments the component can make 

2. constraints on the way the component can be used

3. guarantees holding of the performance and behavior of the

component

� The interface contains three types of information
1. the component type: the general class of functionality provided 

by the component

2. the properties: assertions and constraints that apply to the entire 

component

3. the player definitions: through the player the component

interact, request and provide services
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UniCon – Components implementations

� Primitive implementations: a component that 
is implemented by some source document 
that is external to UniCon

� Compositive implementations:a description of 
a configuration of other UniCon-defined 
components and connectors
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UniCon - Primitive implementations

� The implementation of a primitive component consists of a list of 
implementation variants

Assume that it is from the UniCon definition of a stack component. The 

source document referenced in the variant is a file containing C source 

code that implements a stack abstract data type:

IMPLEMENTATION IS 

VARIANT stack IN "stack.c" 

IMPLTYPE (Source) 

END stack 

END IMPLEMENTATION
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UniCon – Compositive implementations

� Compositive implementations  have three parts:

1. The parts:Instantiations of the components and connectors

from which the composite component is constructed

2. The configuration information:Specification of how the

instantiations of connectors link the instantiation of

components

3. The abstraction information:specification of how the

players of the interface will be associated with players of

the implementation
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UniCon – Component Type

All (that is, any player type is allowed)General

RPCCall, RPCDef RTLoadSchedProcess

RPCCall, RPCDefProcess

StreamIn, StreamOutFilter

ReadNext, WriteNextSeqFile

GlobalDataDef, GlobalDataUse, PLBundleSharedData

RoutineCall, RoutineDef, GlobalDataUse, PLBundleComputation

RoutineCall, RoutineDef, GlobalDataDef, GlobalDataUse,

PLBundle, ReadFile, WriteFile
Module

Play type supportedComponent 
types
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UniCon - Connector

� Connectors are specified by a protocol 
1. allowable interactions among a collection of components 

2. guarantees about components interactions

� The protocol contains three types of information
1. the connector type: the general class of connection provided by 

the connector

2. the properties: assertions and constraints that apply to the entire 

component

3. the role definitions: through the role the connector mediates the 

interaction among components
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UniCon- Connector implementations

� built into the language

� have specific implementations which are provided by the 
UniCon toolset

� not allow for the definition of user-defined connector 
implementations

� The following is the syntax for a connector implementation in 
UniCon: 

IMPLEMENTATION IS 

BUILTIN 

END IMPLEMENTATION
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UniCon - Connector Type

Load(accepts RTLoad of SchedProcess)RTScheduler

Definer(accepts RPCDef of Process or SchedProcess)

Caller(accepts RPCCall of Process or SchedProcess) 

RemoteProcCall

Participant(accepts PLBundler, RoutineDef, RoutineCall, GlobalDataDef, 

GlobalDataUse of Computation, Module or SharedData

PLBundler

Definer(accepts of GlobalDataDef of SharedData or Module)

User (accepts of GlobalDataUse of  SharedData, Computation or Module)

DataAccess

Definer(accepts of RoutineDef of Computation or Module)

Caller (accepts of RoutineCall of Computation or Module)

ProcedureCall

Reader(accepts ReadFile of Module)

Readee(accepts ReadNext of SeqFile)

Writer(accepts WriteFile of Module)

Writee(accepts WriteNext of SeqFile)

FileIO

Source(accepts StreamOut of Filter, ReadNext of SeqFile

Sink(accepts StreamIn of Filter, WriteNext of SeqFile

Pipe

Role types and the players they supportConnector Types
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Unicon - Example

To illustrate, here's an example diagram

player role
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UniCon Example

COMPONENT sort

INTERFACE IS 

TYPE Filter

PLAYER input IS StreamIn

SIGNATURE ("line") 
PORTBINDING(stdin)

END input

PLAYER output IS StreamOut

SIGNATURE ("line")
PORTBINDING(stdout)

END output

PLAYER error IS StreamOut

SIGNATURE ("line")
PORTBINDING(stderr)

END error

END INTERFACE

IMPLEMENTATION IS

VARIANT sort IN "sort"
IMPLTYPE(Executable)

END sort

END IMPLEMENTATION

END sort
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UniCon  Example

CONNECTOR Unix-pipe

PROTOCOL IS

TYPE Pipe

ROLE source IS source

MAXCONNS (1)

END source

ROLE sink IS sink

MAXCONNS (1)

END sink

END PROTOCOL

IMPLEMENTATION IS

BUILTIN

END IMPLEMENTATION

END Unix-pipe
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UniCon Example

IMPLEMENTATION IS

USES A INTERFACE sort

USES B INTERFACE sort

USES P PROTOCOL Unix-pipe

BIND input TO A.input

BIND output TO B.output

CONNECT A.output TO P.source

CONNECT B.input TO P.sink

END IMPLEMENTATION

END Bsort

COMPONENT Bsort

INTERFACE IS 

TYPE Filter

PLAYER input IS StreamIn

SIGNATURE ("line") 
PORTBINDING(stdin)

END input

PLAYER output IS StreamOut

SIGNATURE ("line")
PORTBINDING(stdout)

END output

PLAYER error IS StreamOut

SIGNATURE ("line")
PORTBINDING(stderr)

END error

END INTERFACE
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MetaH

� MetaH: a language and toolset for software 

and systems analysis and integration

1. to specify software and hardware architectures for computer 

control systems

2. to specify how code modules are combined to form an application

3. to specify the structure of a particular hardware target system

4. to specify how the software is allocated to hardware

� Design by Honeywell
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MetaH- Classes of Objects

� Software Objects
1. Source objects:desribe a specific fragment of code

2. Higher-level objects:groupings of source objects

� Hardware Objects
1. Component objects

2. Higher-level objects
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MetaH - Classes of MetaH Objects

systemprocess

macro

mode

path

event

port

type

type package

monitor

memory

processor

Device

channel

event

port

type

type package

monitor

subprogamm

package

Hardware

Higher-level Objects

Software

Higher-level Objects

Hardware

Component Objects

Software

SourceObjects

application

error model

connection
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MetaH - Lower-level S/H Object

� A source object : any object delcared in a code 

module such as a variable or a type or a subprogram

� A hardware object: specific kind of physical hardware 

such as a processor or memory
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MetaH - Higher-Level Objects and Architectures

� Seven classes of higher-level objects

� Desribe configurations of source and hardware 
objects

1. how they are scheduled

2. how they communicate and share resources

3. how software objects are assigned to hardware objects
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The left part of the figure above shows an interface for a macro named M, while the right 

part shows one implementation for this interface
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MetaH - Textual Version

type package PORT_TYPES is 

ANOTHER_TYPE : type; 

ANY_TYPE : type; 

end PORT_TYPES;

type package implementation PORT_TYPES.I80960MC is 

attributes 

ANY_TYPE'SourceDataSize := 16 B; 

ANY_TYPE'SourceFile := "port_types.a"; 

ANOTHER_TYPE'SourceDataSize := 32 B; 

ANOTHER_TYPE'SourceFile := "port_types.a"; 

end PORT_TYPES.I80960MC; 

with type package PORT_TYPES; 

macro M is 

m_out : out port PORT_TYPES.ANY_TYPE; 

m_in : in port PORT_TYPES.ANY_TYPE; 

end M; 
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MetaH - Textual Version

with type package PORT_TYPES; 

process P1 is 

p1_input : in port PORT_TYPES.ANY_TYPE; 

update : out port PORT_TYPES.ANOTHER_TYPE; 

feedback : in port PORT_TYPES.ANOTHER_TYPE; 

end P1; 

periodic process implementation P1.EXAMPLE is 

attributes 

self'Period := 25 ms; 

self'SourceFile := "p1.a"; 

self'SourceTime := 2 ms; 

end P1.EXAMPLE; 
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MetaH Textual Version

with type package PORT_TYPES; 

process P2 is 

p2_result : out port PORT_TYPES.ANY_TYPE; 

update : out port PORT_TYPES.ANOTHER_TYPE; 

feedback : in port PORT_TYPES.ANOTHER_TYPE; 

end P2; 

periodic process implementation P2.EXAMPLE is 

attributes 

self'Period := 50 ms; 

self'SourceFile := "p2.a"; 

self'SourceTime := 5 ms; 

end P2.EXAMPLE; 
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MetaH Textual Version

macro implementation M.EXAMPLE is 

P2 : periodic process P2.EXAMPLE; 

P1 : periodic process P1.EXAMPLE; 

connections 

P2.feedback <- P1.update; 

P1.feedback <- P2.update; 

m_out <- P2.p2_result; 

P1.p1_input <- m_in; 

end M.EXAMPLE; 
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MetaH Tools
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MetaH Tools

� Graphical and Textual Entry

1. a textual syntax

2. a graphical syntax

automatic conversion between them is 

supported
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MetaH Tools

� Hardware/Software Binding

allocations or bindings must be made of
1. processes to processors

2. shared packages to shared memories

3. port-to-port messages to inter-processor channels

A MetaH specification may contain

1. an explicit binding for a software object

2. a set of acceptable bindings

3. a type of hardware component 

. 
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MetaH Tools

� Real-Time Schedulability Analysis

builds and solves a real-time schedulability model

for a specified architecture

the report includes sensitivity analysis information

that allows the impact of changes to be assessed
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MetaH Tools

� Reliability Analysis

specify a desired set of fault events and error states, 

and how objects change their error states as faults 

occur and errors propagate or are masked.

the resulting analysis will allow a determination of 
such things as the probability of system failure during 

a given mission duration
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MetaH Tools

� Safety/Security Modeling and Analysis
checks to see if the security mechanisms provided by MetaH

will enforce a specified safety and security policy

the analysis tool will comfirm 

1. improper operation of  a less-safe object cannot impact the

operation of a more-safe object

2. an object cannot contain or access classes of data for which it

does not have a right
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